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Figure 1. Remote diagnostics system architecture when used intelligent vibration sensors and centralised database for data storing.
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Abstract
Traditional Condition Monitoring Systems (CMS) are based on centralized intelligence where all sensors are connected to a main
unit which converts analogue signals to a digital form and makes analyses like FFT in vibration monitoring. After this, digital data is
sent to a remote server where it is analysed in depth. This kind of solution has several problems when CMS is used for monitoring
components of wind turbine.

Vibration
analyser

CMS for wind turbines has several requirements that separate it from other CMS applications. Very often data transfer between a
wind turbine and a remote database is limited and this means that all collected data cannot be sent. In traditional CMS systems this
results in additional computational power being added to the CMS main unit which in turn increases its purchase price. At Moventas
Gears new innovations are developed for answering these presented challenges.

IEPEsensor

The architecture of traditional CMS is rethought and improved in Moventas Condition Management System (CMaS). In CMaS
intelligence is distributed from the main unit to vibration sensors, a remote web server and to local desktop analysing softwares. In
this way it is possible to use light and cost effective main unit with moderate computational power and the needed number of
vibration sensors.
Vibration analysis in CMaS is based on Moventas Intelligent Vibration Sensor (IVS-20). The main unit collects pre-analysed data
from the sensors and sends it to the remote server. The user can view and make deeper analysis to stored data with a web based
user interface and desktop applications.
Component data of monitored devices is also stored in the centralised database for example gear mesh, rotational and bearing
frequencies. This centralised data storing has many benefits. All users always have access to up-to-date information and it can be
used in different applications. Component information helps vibration experts with their analysis and analysing softwares can
automatically analyse vibration data and suggest possible failures.
Presented architecture is in everyday use in more than a thousand wind turbines all over the world. With this solution the amount of
transferred data is decreased, up-to-date information is used in all analysing softwares and analysing personnel can concentrate on
the most demanding cases. By using this architecture it is possible to perform high quality and cost effective remote diagnostic and
reporting.

Objectives
In CMS it’s important to have vibration analysis as well oil particulates and oil
quality measurements. Oil particulates and oil quality give us the first indication of
potential failures – however vibration monitoring is also needed to detect the exact
location of failure [3]. This paper focuses on how remote vibration diagnostics can
be made efficiently with distributed intelligence and centralised data storing.
Traditionally vibration measurements in wind turbines are made with very simple
IEPE sensors and main unit. The problem in this kind of architecture is scalability.
This leads to a situation where each addition of vibration sensors requires
increasing computational power of the main unit.
Traditional vibration based CMS normally sends vibrations spectrums or time
domain signals to a server where it is stored for later analysis. Also some simple
key figures can be calculated like overall vibration levels from spectrum. The
problem in this method is that analysing spectrums and time domain signals is very
time consuming when there are hundreds of devices monitored.
Very often CMS in wind turbines and other applications has no Ethernet
connection to the centralized database and it has to use mobile network like
GPRS- or 3G-connection. This is why data transfer between wind turbine and
database must be optimized because each transferred data packet increases
maintenance costs. When the number of transferred spectrums and time domain
signals can be decreased by transferring only key figures it results in direct cost
savings [1].

Methods
One way to decrease costs in condition monitoring systems is to distribute
intelligence from main unit to vibration sensors. This improves scalability because it
does not matter how many vibration sensors are connected to main unit.
Moventas has developed intelligent vibration sensor (IVS-20) (figure 2) which have
IEPE –sensor, processor and memory [2]. The sensor can measure in 3
dimensions.
When intelligent sensors are used, there is no need to increase computational
power of the main unit. The function of main unit in this kind of architecture is just to
collect processed data, make light analysis and send it to centralised database via
the internet where it is can be analysed more deeply by analysing professionals in
remote center. This data transfer is illustrated in figure 1.

Figure 2. Moventas’ Intelligent Vibration Sensor (IVS-20) combines IEPE sensor and vibration analyser.

Intelligent sensors measures vibration time domain signal, calculates broadband
and envelope spectrum and results data as key parameters. Key parameters are
for example bearing fault frequencies, detailed overall vibration levels, Crest
Factors and so on.
Component data, monitored frequencies and other measurement settings are
stored for each gear type in a centralised database (figure 1). This enables that
configurations and maintenance of large amount of sensor can be done very
effectively. This is very important when there are hundreds of devices under
monitoring and several analysts in different locations. Everyone has always
access to up-to-date information and this same information can be used in many
different environments and applications like WWW and local analysing softwares.
When used intelligent vibration sensors allow many options for the hardware of
main unit as all signal processing is done in the sensor. The sensor communicates
with Modbus protocol with different devices like PLCs, embedded computers or
even with normal laptop PC. This means that many existing systems can be
expanded to make vibration measurement with a very modest costs.

Results
IVS-20 sensors are used for monitoring gears or the whole drive train in about
1200 wind turbines and other industrial applications all over the world. By trending
key figures, used time for analysing and data costs of data transfer are decreased.
Because the price of the hardware is very reasonable this system can be installed
in more devices than before and therefor they can be monitored 24/7. This leads to
better reliability and cost savings because downtime can be minimized and
planned maintenance breaks can be scheduled.

Conclusions
This presented architecture has proven it’s suitability to wind turbine environment
where condition monitoring is different compared to for example to a factory
environment. At present the presented functionalities are implemented to very few
CMS, but in future this kind of architecture should be considered when existing
systems are updated or new ones are planned.
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